FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
New Legal Network Promotes Expanded Collaborative Dispute Resolution
DALLAS, TX
November 14, 2017
Attorneys Without Litigation, a new network of North Texas attorneys and allied professionals, has been
launched to promote the use of collaborative processes to resolve business, family, probate and other legal
disputes. It is believed to be the only collaborative law network in Texas to address the needs of businesses and
individuals in civil legal disputes as well as family law matters. The nine founding members – eight lawyers and
one financial professional, will work together and with other collaboratively trained professionals to help
businesses and families craft solutions to disputes without resorting to litigation or other adversary processes.
“Collaborative law processes are already well established as effective and beneficial in divorce matters,” Laura
Schlenker, President of Attorneys Without Litigation. “We believe that through this new network we can
dramatically expand the use of these processes to many other types of disputes, including business conflicts,
probate matters and other civil matters such as medical error claims. When parties in dispute are represented by
dedicated settlement lawyers and agree to share pertinent information in order to develop a mutually beneficial
solution, they can achieve resolution efficiently and without needless harm to their relationships.”
“The collaborative approach is pro-business, pro-family and offers the best opportunity for creative, productive
and dignified resolution of a wide range of legal disputes,” said Schlenker. “Attorneys Without Litigation can
help families and businesses in North Texas do that.”
Attorneys Without Litigation is a collaborative law practice group – an association of collaboratively trained
lawyers, financial professionals and communications experts. Working as a team, these professionals help
clients resolve legal disputes while at the same time addressing other collateral issues that are important to the
parties but may not be achievable in court, such as business dissolution details, elder-care options and
restructuring of contracts.
For more information, contact Attorneys Without Litigation through its website,
www.attorneyswithoutlitigation.com, or via email at info@attorneyswithoutlitigation.com. Laura Schlenker
can be contacted at 214-923-5071 or Laura@SchlenkerLaw.com.
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